UserPreferencesDev

Status/RoadMap

- Where are we?
- Where do we want to be?
- Who is working on what? (Priorities/goals/majors issues/roles)

TikiTeam

Who is working here generally? Link UserPage.

Trackers

- Bugs
- RFEs
- tech support
- patches

Competition and standards

List of other products with similar/interesting/related features.

Here I would like to see some "editorial" content. How do our features compare to others?

CVS Doc section

This is where new features being developed and only in CVS are documented. When the CVS becomes RC/official release, the info in the CVS docs is transferred to update the official docs (FeatureXDoc).

Discussion/participation

Some ideas for future dev:

1. Ability to turn off some of the fields on this screen. This would allow for the creation of additional fields of general use, but turned off by default to reduce visual clutter. This could be an extension of the custom fields that are in CVS/1.8